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Introduction Hello again fellow My Player's

Corner contributors and readers, and
welcome to another Top 20. This is week 17,
goblins! Today I'll be reviewing and ranking

what I think is one of the most difficult
encounters in the game, the Goblin Lair. I'm

not alone in my excitement for using this
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encounter and I'm excited that you'll be able
to get your hands on this themed update
today! I think most players will agree that

this is a hard encounter, and I'm here to give
you 25 tips on how to help make it easier to
survive it. This will be a quick post and I'm
going to be making a similar post for Troll

Cave next week - I hope these will be useful
for your most hard to beat encounters as

well. 1. Use teamwork. At certain points in
the quest Goblin Lair, a large group of

goblins will join the group who are trying to
reach the first great hall. See if any of your
characters with a special or healing skill can
cast a spell (bless, divine blessing, miracle,
etc.) to help others as you team up to fight

this gauntlet of goblins. 2. Use ranged
attacks. Goblin Lair is not an area where

ranged attacks will have a lot of effect, so
don't feel like your rogues and mages will not

be effective during this fight if you have
them. If you're using a first generation BB,

make sure your rogues and mages are using
arrows and crossbows to attack some of the
goblins. I love using a BB first generation,
but if you don't have access to some of the
slayer equipment and weapons have your
bard use his wand of light to aid others. 3.

Steal loot. goblins in this dungeon are quite
similar with the way goblin fights work.

Guards will give up treasure chests for other
guards to loot, so steal them! You could also
switch out your rogue for a thief and steal
some swag. 4. Use Knowledge rolls. The

goblin lore quest has Knowledge rolls during
the fight with the goblins. Put these rolls on
your Careful, Knowing Knowledge skills, and

you'll be much better off. I use them for
these Knowledge rolls on a d10 dice which
will enhance my chances of success and a
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d20 vs strength for backup. Bonus: at certain
points in the quest you can save yourself

some trouble and blow up a few goblins with
your
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Fantasy Grounds - 20 Things #17: Goblin Lair
Repository

Installation:
Goblin Lair has a single-file package available through the Fantasy Grounds forums:

 

Depending on what flavor of file manager you use, you'll need to install the
single package.

Once you've installed the single file package, you can then follow the
instructions below.

Getting Started:
A new project will need to be started first.

How to start a new project with Fantasy Grounds online?

The video linked above will walk through the process on how to start your first
project.

First Task: Campaign
Next, you'll need to accept the 15-character registration code from GoblinLair in the
game settings tab. There's a handy little submit button here if you prefer to use an

external editor.

 

For me, there's an additional column of information that says "Game Name:
Original Game Developers Republic of Quvenzhane Austin, Dec 2004," which
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will only be blank if the game was just recently updated from the Fantasy
Grounds v2.5 release. Don't worry if it's blank, as the name will just remain
blank until you first start a new game.

Scoring

System Requirements For Fantasy Grounds - 20 Things
17: Goblin Lair:

Minimum Requirements: OS: Windows 7 SP1 CPU: Dual Core 2.0GHz RAM: 2GB
Graphics: 1GB Nvidia GeForce 7800 / ATI Radeon X1300 or better DirectX: Version 9.0c

HDD: 500MB free space Recommended Requirements: CPU: Dual Core 2.6GHz RAM:
4GB Graphics: 1GB Nvidia GeForce 9800 / ATI Radeon HD3870 or better DirectX:

Version
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